Iron Man, Vol. 1

Up-and-coming talents David Michelinie,
Bob Layton and John Romita Jr. joined
forces to take on Marvels Golden Avenger
in 1978 - and captured lighting in a bottle!
Now, their history-making first run is
collected in one massive volume! From
Tony Starks taboo-shattering struggle with
alcoholism to Iron Mans legendary clash
with Dr. Doom during King Arthurs time,
this ones got it all - including Justin
Hammers introduction; a brutal battle
against the Hulk; the menaces of Madame
Masque, the Melter, Blizzard, Whiplash,
the Dreadnoughts, the Titanium Man and
more; and the debut of Tonys outer-space
and stealth armors! COLLECTING: Iron
Man (1968) 115-157

An unarmored Tony Stark is kidnapped by time-traveling soldiers from the future and brought forward in time to be
executed for a crime he has yet to commit inA kids version of the Mighty Avengers located in Brooklyn, tell their
version of Iron Man, Mikey, that he must leave the team. The group realizes that in real lifeIron Man and Doctor Doom
find themselves stranded in the past in the kingdom of Camelot. A band of knights of the roundtable confronts the duo
and theyAfter saying goodbye to the Sub-Mariner, Jim Rhodes and Bethany Cabe, Iron Man flies off en route for home.
Along the way, he reflects upon the events thatAlthough having almost concluded Midas takeover was a blessing that
allowed him a more normal life, Iron Man agrees to take back Stark International.After the rebuilt Stark Internationals
grand opening, Tony, accompanied by LMD Unit 6 as Iron Man, bids farewell to Jack and Jasper. Stark instructs the
LMD toHaving recovered, Victor von Doom leaves Amara Pereras apartment as she admits to herself that he has fallen
in love with him. Around the same time, TonyCivil War: Iron Man, Iron Man vol. Man: The Five Nightmares,
Invincible Iron Man #1-7A competitor of Tony Stark, Drexel Cord, is convinced Stark is more succesful because of Iron
Man so he builds the Demolisher to destroy the Avenger.A detailed origin is given for the Golden Avenger. Focuses
primarily on his first adventure as told in Tales of Suspense#39. Featured Characters: Iron Man (TonyHaving exhumated
Jim Rhodess body, Tony Stark manages to return him to life, jumpstarting a reboot of his biological systems in a similar
way he had survivedBack to title selection: Comics I: Invincible Iron Man Vol 1 Relaunched from Iron Man Vol 4
Relaunched as Iron Man Vol 5 Renumbered from Invincible Iron ManBethany shoots Whiplashs whip in mid-strike
blocking his strike against Iron Man giving him a chance to marshal his strength and defeat the Melter and Blizzard.
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